A quantum-mechanical non-relativistic spinning particle is represented equivalently with a nonlinear vector field which defines a new kind of hydrodynamics of a spinning fluid. In this hydrodynamics, quantum effects are separated as non-linear terms which mean the occurrence of "internal potential " and " internal magnetic field ".
In the usual formulation of quantum mechanics, wave function which is not observable itself plays the essential role. However, as was shown in previous papers 1 l 2 l, an alternative hydrodynamical formulation is possible for quantum mechanics in case of spinless particle, in which formulation the wave function is replaced by real and gauge-independent quantities.
The second characteristic situation of the ordinary formulation of quantum mechanics, however, arises in the treatment of spinning particle; viz., the appearance of a spinor with its special double-valued transformation property. In quantum mechanics, wave function can be such a spinor, since originally wave function is not directly observable but rather it works as the intermediary deriving observable values through its bilinear expressions 3 l3al. On the other hand in classical theories which have to operate according to some realistic model**, spinor quantity with its double-valued transformation property cannot appear, at least as an essential thing***.
It should thus be necessary to transform, beforehand, the spinor representation into some tensor representation equivalently, in order to reveal the picture in classical sense underlying the spinor representation of quantum mechanics, or to find the correspondence principle and also the classical approximation for a spinor equation. In the present and the subsequent papers we give the answer to those problems in the case of a single non-relativistic spinning particle*. Now, as regards the general problem to replace a spinor by some tensor quantities, we may first recollect the work of Darwin 5 >, who tried to interpret the quantum mechanics of a spinning particle, which was just then formulated by Pauli 6 >, in terms of a certain vector wave. His method, however, was unsatisfactory in that the vector itself had arbitrariness.
More lately Kramers 7 > could represent the spinor by a complex zero-vector, which method may be regarded as providing the geometrical representation of a spinor. Yet, he could not express the equation of motion in terms of that zero-vector in a closed form.
In the present paper we establish a vector formulation of spinor theory which is mathematically consistent and self-contained, and is at the same time physically fully interpreted and thus much more significant. Our formulation is gauge-independent, and defines just a particular kind of hydrodynamics of a fluid carrying classical " spin ", where quantum effects are separated as the non-linear dynamical terms in the equations of motion. These terms are interpreted as the " internal potential " and " internal magnetic field " occurring inside the fluid.
The formulation thus provides an essentially new insight and image to the quantum mechanics of a ~pinning particle or to a spinor field. It would accordingly be expected. to be useful also for various practical applications. § 2. General description i) We consider the quantum mechanics of a single non-relativistic spinning particle. Its state is represented by a two-component spinor ¢=(~~), which changes according to the SchrOdinger-Pauli equation : (2 ·1) where the Hamiltonian H is taken to be as we consider, for simplicity, in the lowest non-relativistic approximation. In (2 · 2) • * Similar treatment of the Dirac equation has also been carried through in separate articles : T.
Takabayasi, Prog. Theor. Phys. 13 (1955), 222; Nuovo Cimento. (in press) It is to be remarked that our theory supplies a picture in classical sense to a quantum·mechanica[ spinning particle, and so stands in different lines from various existing theories'l•),11) which attempt to give some model to the freedom of particle spin iu tbe urual quantum-mechanical formulation.
The Vector Representation of Spinning Partich in the Quantum Theory, I
(A, A0) is the external electromagnetic potential, H=curl A the magnetic field strength, and~= (b/2)(1, (j being the Pauli matrices. Now, in the case of spinless particle, the hydrodynamical description of th~ Schrodinger equation was easily derived by making use of de Broglit·Madelung substitution 8 ),l), 2 ) (R, S: real).
In the present case, however, the direct extension of (2 · 3),
for the spinor wave function would not work suitably*, because then the quantities R"' and X"" have no simple transformation properties and accordingly must not have any significant physical meanings.
In the present case we should start, as st::ted in § I, upon a more general line of searching for the set of tensor quantities which represents the spinor ¢ in a mathematically equivalent and physically meaningful way. When we can find such a set of tensors, which we shall call the "set of basic quantities", every physical relation originally expressed in the language of ¢ will have to be expressed in terms of those basic quantities only. Now, we may take as such basic quantity, the complex zero-vector of Kramers mentioned in § I. This is defined by f=¢(j¢, Really, the spinor ¢ can be represented either with f restricted by the condition (2 · 7) or with the set (M, N) restricted by (2 ·9). Given a f; the corresponding¢ is determined aside from the arbitrariness of factor ± 1 .
....
In this method, however, f is not gauge-invariant, and morec.nr the equation of motion .... for ~ cannot conveniently be expressed in a closed form.
ii) We should then look for other basic quantities. We thus adopt, in place of the tensors bilinear in ~ and ¢, the tensors bilinear in ¢* and ¢, which may be called " density functions " an:l have more direct physical meanings. 
Of these, (2 ·13) is not gauge-invariant, so we may better replace it by the gaugeinvariant vector :
where D, = ak-(iejoc)Ak, and c.c. stands for 'conjugate complex'.
For our purpose it is often more convenient to replace the density functions, (2 ·12), ( 2 · 13) , and ( 2 · 14), by the corresponding " particle functions ", i.e., The four quantities, P and ( O" k), which exhaust bilinear quantities involving no aoperator, contain three independent quantities on account of (I), whereas the original spinor ¢ contains four real quantities. The remaining variable, involved in ¢ but not reflected by (P, (a)), is obviously the sum of phases of both components of ¢, i.e., x= X1 + 1::' 2· where X a.'s are those defined in ( 2 • 4) . But this X is neither a scalar nor a tensor component (see II) ; and, in order to reflect this variable by a tensor quantity bilinear in ¢* and ¢, we need a vector involving a-operator, such as j or v. In so doing we arrive at our basic set, (P, S, v).
Then such introduction of v for the representation of X must be accompanied by two more constraints, which we find (see § 4) to be (i=jXk)* where c1mn is the completely antisymmetric pseudotensor of third rank with 8123 = 1. We also apply the summation covention for repeated indices**. The relation (II) may also be written
when we re-express the determinant term, c1mnstajsmaks,., of (II) by the help of (I)
[see § 4-v) ]. Eq. (II) contains just two independent relations, because the divergence of each side of it vanishes identically on account of (I) [see ( 4 · 25) ]. Now, given the set of basic quantities (P, S, v) obeying the subsidary conditions (I) and (II) , the corresponding ¢ is determined except for a common arbitrary additive constant, Xo/2, in the phases of ¢ 1 and ¢2• This arbitrariness arises from the fact that v was defined to involve the a-operator on¢* or¢. Xo is, however, a physically meaningless thing, as long as we deal with single particle problems.
Thus, given ( P, S, v), the corresponding quantum-mechanical state is specified just uniquely.
At this point we consider the physical meanings to be assigned to the basic quantities in the viewpoint of our formalism. First, corresponding to the fact that in ordinary quantum mechanics P and j=Pv are probability density and current, we imagine the hydrodynamical field having density distribution P and velocity distribution v. Further, S is regarded as the distribution of classical spin (i.e., intrinsic angular momentum) which the hydrodynamical field is assumed to carry. This is required in order that the hydrodynamical picture should reproduce the quantum-mechanical expectation value of spin component correctly, as
The spin field S is of constant magnitude fi /2 everywhere due to (I), and is related to the vorticity through (II).
It is the basic feature of our formulation that it represents the physical contents of the spinor wave function in splitting them into two kinds of vector fields, spin and velocity, and also a density field.
Our definitions of density and velocity functions, (2 ·11) and (2 ·17), are formally * i=jXk signifies that (ijk) is an even permutation of (123). ** This convention is explicitly indicated by underlining dummy indices, when it is desirable. The convention will also be applied for spinor indices a, {1,-··, or "4-vector" indices p., Y,-··, afterwards (see e.g., eq. (3 · 7) or (3 ·4)).
identical with those in the hydrodynamical formulation of a spinless particle, but in the latter case the hydrodynamical field was described by P and v alone, with the " quasi-irrotationality condition»!) :
In the present case the subsidiary condition (2 ·18) is replaced by (II), and v becomes a general rotational field (cf. II). S, being the intrinsic angular momentum, must certainly reflect internal degrees of freedom of the underlying fluid, but it is not necessary further to explain it by such a model where each element of the fluid rotates intrinsically ( cf. II).
Anyway we consider a certain kind of hydrodynamics of a spinning fluid. The appro· priateness of such notion will be made more remarkable when we study the dynamical aspect of the problem [iv) ].
iii) Now, to the statement that (P, S, v) constitute the basic set, may be attributed further implications, that is, every higher tensor included in (2 ·10) :
can be reduced to a rational expression* of (P, S, v) and their space derivatives. By virtue of this circumstance, e.g., the equations of motion for P, S, and v, calculated on the basis of the wave equation ( 2 · 1) , can be led to rational simultaneous equations closed
Thus an important mathematical basis for setting up our formalism consists in the systematic clarification of the identical relations holding among various bilinear quantities of (2 ·10) ; viz., the identities between basic quantities only-these constitute the subsidiary conditions (I) and (II)-, and the formulae for the reductions of higher tensor quantities to basic ones. The actual treatment of these problems will be carried out in § 4. The relations obtained furnish the mathematical apparatus which enables us to replace the original calculus in terms of a spinor by the tensor calculus of our formalism.
Such formulae and technique will be useful also for the treatments of a two-component spinor in general. The formulae obtained are concerned, except for (I) , with the bilinear quantities involving differentiation, such as ( 4 · 1 0) , ( 4 · 11) , and ( 4 · 15) , and do not seem to have been stated in the literature. On the other hand, it is also to be noted that our formulation endows those mathematical identities with significant physical meanings.
Our formulation is thus based upon the bilinear quantities in ¢* and ¢, in place of ¢ itself. Hence the linear property possessed by the original ¢-formalism (wave equation (2 ·1), etc.,), i.e., the superposition principle, becomes implicit there, with the entrance of non-linear terms, which generally just embodies the quantum effects in our formulation. The linear and homogeneous character of the original formalism, however, remains in the fact that our formalism is homogeneous in P (though not so in v or S) .
We are now in a position to express every physical relation for a spinning particle in * Speaking more precisely, the quantities (2·19) can be reduced to the form:
PX {polynomial of log P, S, v, and their space derivatives}. terms of our basic quantities (P, S, v), and thereby bring to light some new aspect implicitly involved in the original spinor.
Measurable in quantum mechanics are expectation values and probability distributions of various physical quantities. But they are of expressions in ¢ of similar type with our basic quantities, and therefore can conveniently be expressed in terms of the latter. More· over the results come out to be understandable by our picture for many important cases
More important is the dynamical problem, which we will consider in the following.
iv) We can show (see § 3) that the physical contents of the wave equation (2 ·1) are cast equivalently into the following simultaneous equations of motion for (P, S, v), i.e.,
where djdt=80 +v·f7, (80 =8j8t) 
These equations of motion (III) , (IV) , and (V) , together with the subsidiary conditions (I) and (II) , constitute the fundamental set of equations of our formalism. It is at once clear that (~) : it presents the real and gauge-independent tensor formalism for a quantum-mechanical spinning particle.
Moreover we can see that those equations of motion, (III) , (IV) , and (V) , can be interpreted as the hydrodynamical equations of motion for our spinning fluid introduced before, with a supplementary assumption that the spin field S be accompanied by the distribution of magnetic moment (ejmc)S.
First, (III) means obviously the equation of continuity, i.e., the conservation of fluid. Second, (IV) implies Euler's equation of flow, noting that d/dt means the substantial derivative. Indeed, in its right side, the first term ~ is the Lorentz force exerted on the element of the fluid by the external field, and the third term is the so-called " quantum force" which appeared also in the similar (but more simple) hydrodynamical formulation of a spinless particle 1 l· 9 l. But there appear, in addition, the second and the fourth terms which couple the orbital motion to the spin field. The former means the classical reaction upon the orbital motion of the element of the fluid by the possible imhomogeneity of the magnetic field, through the associated magnetic moment (ejmc)S, while the latter is regarded as the force due to a new streEs ("spin stress ") inside the fluid which arises from the inhomogeneity of spin distribution.
Finally, (V) means the equation of motion for the spin. In its right side, the first term i.~ the classical torque exerted on the spin by the external magnetic field through the associated magnetic moment, while the second term implies that the spin is also subjected to the additional torque ("spin torque"), which is dependent on the gradient of the spin distribution itself, and tends to align neighboring spins parallel [see § 3-viii) ].
In all, we can say that (r) : our formalism describes just a particular kind of hydrodynamics of a spinning fluid. The realization of the above picture in classical sense should be considered not accidental, but to originate from the correspondence principle existing between quantum mechanics and classical theory. Indeed, our method reveals a most precise and explicit form of such correspondencetheoretical relations in the case of a spinning particle.
We know that the purely classical equations of motion for a classical spinning particle are given by Especially, spin stress or spin torque term means a sort of "spin-orbit coupling" or a sort of "spin-spin interaction," respectively. It is to be noted that we have obtained these terms in our hydrodynamical formalism, as quantum-mechanical effects, for the system with simple Hamiltonian (2·2) which does not contain the (well-known) spin-orbit coupling or spin-spin interaction term originally. Now, these quantum terms may be provided with still clearer images by the introduction of the notions of " total quantum potential " II and " internal magnetic field " Hin.
The former consists of the usual quantum potential fiP and the contribution from the spin field, such that
while the latter is defined by
The " effective magnetic field ", H"rr=H+Hin, (2 ·26) to act on the spin magnetic moment, is also used. We can then re-express [see § 3- In the forms of (IV") and (V'), our equations become formally identical with the purely classical equations of motion for a spinning particle, (2 · 22) and (2 · 23), with the substitution:
for the scalar potential and the magnetic field acting on spin. In other words, ( li') : the quantum effects can be viewed simply as renormalizing the scalar potential and magnetic field strength acting, by (2 · 28). v) At any rate we have obtained the hydrodynamical formulati::>n which describes a s;ate and motion of a quantum-mechanical spinning particle, with (P, S, v) under the subsidiary conditions (I) and (II), and with the equations of motion (III) , (IV') , and (V') .
It is possible to find out the Lagrangian which leads to those equations of motion together with the subsidiary conditions (see II). This also ensures the consistency of our formalism.
At this point we remark that in our formulation Planck's constant 1i does not ap?ear explicitly in the equations of motion (III) , (IV) and (V), except at the quantum potentiaL term II P. Accordingly, the " spin stress " and " spin torque " terms in (IV) and (V) may also be considered like classical effects, contrary to the viewpoint of ( {;). On the other hand, however, S itself is restricted by (I) (which may be called the "quantum condition" for the spin field), so that it has a constant magnitude li/2. [In this connection 1i also appears in (II), but disappears if we re·express it as (II').] Thus in our formulation Planck's constant plays two-fold roles, i.e., the coupling constant for the quantum potential and the magnitude of spin ( cf. II) .
Finally, our formulation for a quantum-mechanical spinning particle may also be understood by the picture of a sort of statistical ensemble of numerous classical motions of a spinning particle, in place of hydrodynamical picture (Appendix A). In that picture, however, individual motions belonging to an ensemble are not independent of one another, but must be regarded as mutually interacting through the internal potential n and internal magnetic field Hi". Neither such an ensemble picture nor the hydrodynamical one can be accepted as literally real and to permit at once the realistic interpretation of quantum mechanics. This situation is similar to that met with in case of simpler treatments of spinless particle 1 In what follows, however, we limit ourselves to the explanation that (IV) and (V) can be deduced from ( 2 · 1) .
We rewrite here (2 ·1) as (3 ·3) and this enable us to derive, in an ordinary fashion, the canonical energy-momentum tensor T~~ for the ¢-field, satisfying (3 ·4)* For instance, the momentum and energy densities are given respectively by (3. 5) and (3 ·6) T~., however, is not gauge-invariant, nor symmetrical, so we replace it by the gaugeinvariant energy-momentum tensor :
which is symmetric as regards its space components, such that Here, the second tenn in 1r1~c, i.e. J;~cL1P, may be replaced by o,o"P, since the difference is divergenceless. Accordingly we may replace 7ru, by (3 ·15) (3 ·16) By the way, this 6:k is the quantity which can be written as (3 ·17) in terms of ¢.
Anyway, inserting (3 ·12) or (3 ·16) into (3 ·10) we get m { o0j,+o!(v!:j,)} =~;+rPo,H! ·Si-o~(1r~~+u1~), (3 ·18) but this is equivalent with the Euler equation (IV), noting (III) and also the relation :
iii) As is naturally expected, T~~ or 8"'" when expressed in terms of our basic quantities, can be taken as the energy-momentum tensor of our hydrodynamical field. This is justified because in the first place it satisfies its respective conservation law, and in the second the momentum and energy densities, ( 3 · 5) and ( 3 · 6) , when integrated throughout over space, yield the quantum-mechanical expectation values of momentum and energy [for this point see also Appendix B].
Eq. (3 ·18) of course expresses the momentum conservation law for our hydrodynamical field, where (3 ·9) is the kinetic momentum density, and n;.~:+<T-t~ is the internal stress tensor.
The energy density of our hydrodynamical field is obtained, merely by reducing (3 ·6) to our basic quantities applying the formula ( 4 • 20) again, in the form :
In the right side, the first term is the kinetic energy, the second and third terms usual potential energy, and the last two terms the positive definite potential energy due to selfstress.
In (3 ·20) the contributions from spin are separated in a very simple form, and do not involve any term like kinetic energy of rotation.
It is also to be noted that the expression ( 3 · 20) provides a suitable form to find out energy eigen-states through the variational principle :
iv) We come back to eq. (3 ·18), i.e., (IV). The relation (3 ·19) indicates that the stress <" may be replaced by a pressure potential n P. On the other hand, the force that comes from <Tik> i.e., the fourth term in the right side of (IV) :
can be separated into two parts such that
Qt=-(e/mc)HJn·o;S!:.
where Hin is the internal.magnetic field* defined in (2·25), and the following relation has been used : (3·24) which is simply a consequence of (I). Eq. (3·23b) is just the relation employed in the transcription from (IV) to (IV').
By the way, /1 and H in depend only upon the gradients of log P and S.
v) Next we shall derive the equation of motion (V) . First, using ( 3 · 1) we can obtain (3·25)
Inserting the reduction formula ( 4 · 21) into the second term of the right side, ( 3 · 2 5) is put in the fcrm :
Noting (III) again, (3 · 26) is readily rewritten as (V).
vi) Here we shall note that, under the constraint (I), only two of the three component equations of (V) are independent of one another, because the scalar product relation of (V') with S is automatically satisfied on account of (I).
The compatibility of the subsidiary condition (II) with the equations of motion (III), (IV), and (V) , may be verified directly : We can exhibit that the substantial derivative equation of (II) is actually satisfied as a consequence of (I)-(V) . This calculation gives at the same time the expression for the substantial rate of change of the vorticity of our hydrodynamical field, showing that in our hydrodynamics the vorticity does not persist. We omit, however, to write down this calculation here, since the consistency of our formalism will also be made clear in II by finding the Lagrangian which derives (I) -(V) .
vii) A feature of the equations of motion for j and (0'), (3·18) and (3·25), is that the quantum terms appear only in divergences. This is a general situation which should be needed for Ehrenfest' s theorem to hold. Indeed, when we integrate these equations over whole space, the quantum non-linear terms drop away and we obtain simply { m!!___J Pvidx=J P (Ki+ _e a,H,,·Sk) 
These results exhibit that particle moves on the average like a classical spinning particle. So far as these results are concerned, we can get them simply by taking the expectation value of Heisenberg's equation of motion for ~ or !_ as q-numbers.
viii) Finally, we again take up the last term of the energy density expression (3 · 20),
which is smaller according as the spatial variation of spin directions becomes more gradual. Also, this energy term is responsible for the appearance of the " spin torque " term,
in the equation of motion (V) for S. The occurrence of (3 · 29) or (3 · 30) means the action inside our fluid which tends to align the distribution of spin directions.
A noticeable fact is that our spin energy density and torque, (3 · 29) and (3 · 30)
(or the first term in its right side) , are of similar forms respectively to the energy density of exchange interaction and the torque due to it which have been introduced by Herring and KitteP 0 l, in their phenomenological approach to spin waves in ferromagnetic media. It can thus be seen for a simple example that, as a consequence of that spin torque, we may have such solutions in our hydrodynamical theory as to behave like a spin wave (see II).
It is to be noted, however, that the spin wave theory takes up the spin vector field which is originally a q-number, while our formulation represents, not the spin operator, but the spinor wave function by two kinds of c-number vector fields, i.e., spin and velocity distributions. § 4. Identities between bilinear quantities i) In this section we will derive, in a systematic and simplest way, identical relations holding among bilinear quantities (2 ·10) , which relations have provided the mathematical basis for the arguments in the preceding sections. All our treatments of the problem will be performed without recourse to any specified representation of cr ;' s.
As we deal in this section with essentially mathematical problems, it is convenient to employ the abbreviation, where 0 means some operator ; e.g., Our problem is then to find out the kinematical relations existing between our seven basic quantities :
and also to reduce the higher tensor quantities : 
hence it is not necessary to deal with the former quantities separately besides (a.,a,,).
ii) The next step is to study the identities existing between the elements of Pauli matrices <T/s. First of all, we have the well-known basic identities :
(A)** Multiplying both sides of (A) by <T~,w and summing over fi', we can obtain another important formula : Further, making use of (B), we can get a formula which refers to a determinant of the third rank :
iii) By the aid of the formulae of ii), we can now derive the required identities.
First, the former identity (I) is derived, of course, by an application of (A). We also note here
which is a result of (I) .
If we transform the expression ai(~)a"'(~1) again by means of (A), we find the identity, 
Its right side is next rearranged, by use of ( 4 · 7) and also of It is noticed that the left side expression of ( 4 · 8) , and the right side ones of ( 4 · 10) and ( 4 · 11) are all invariant with respect to the substitution ( 4 ·16), ( 4 ·17). Accordingly, we obtain at once, corresponding to (4·8), (4·10 1 ), and (4·11), the gaugeinvariant formulae : 
On the other hand the right side of ( 4 ·15) is not invariant with respect to the substitution ( 4 ·17) ; the explicitly gauge-invariant re-expression of ( 4 ·15 1 Our formalism may be interpreted in terms of an ensemble of particle motions instead of the hydrodynamical picture, which circumstance is similar as in the case of spinless particle 1 > • 9 >. In the present case, however, we consider an " ensemble " of innumerable motions of a classical spinning particle which in effect interact through total quantum potential II and internal magnetic field H tn. Such an ensemble cannot of course correspond to a classical-statistical interpretation of quantum mechanics, at least as it is.
Moreover, the ensemble is limited to a particular one such as to consist of particle motions of number ro 3 to satisfy the subsidiary condition (II) *.
If we have a solution (P, S, v) for our basic equations, individual particle motions constituting the ensemble specified by that solution may be obtained as follows : First integrating the simultaneous differential equations
Jxjdt=fJ(x, t),
(A·l
we find particle orbital trajectories of number 00 3 , x(x0, t), (where we have chosen the integration constant to be particle initial position x0) • Next, by substituting this into the spin field S ( x, t) , we get the time change of the spin direction of individual particle, as S, = S ( x ( x0, t) , t) . The initial direction of spin is correlated with the initial position by S 0 =S(x(}, 0).
B. Expectation values and probability distributions
Our picture reproduces correctly the quantum-mechanical expectation values of most of the significant dynamical quantities, as the mean values over the ensemble,-or as the total values taken by the hydrodynamical field. a) Especially, our picture reflected the quantum-mechanical probability distribution of particle position precisely by the density P(x). Hence it also does so for any quantities which are functions of the position only. b) The picture also reflected the expectation value of spin component correctly (see § 2) . In this picture, however, spin component is distributed in space taking continuous values between -li/2 and li/2, in disagreement with the quantum-mechanical probability distribution of particle spin. Hence, e.g., we would be given the mean value of the magnitude of spin to be ~S(x) 2 P(x)dx=flj4, differing from* (~2)qu= (3/4)li 2 . Our picture, however, does not reflect the probability distribution of _ft faithfully, so it cannot reproduce, e.g., the expectation value of p/. This is a consequence due to that our formulation does not stand on equal footing with respect to particle position and momentum, but it starts from the coordinate representation 1 > of quantum mechanics of spinning particle. d) The picture, nevertheless, reproduced the quantum-mechanical expectation value of particle energy. It was connected with the fact that the energy distribution J& in our picture takes account of the contribution from the potential energy due to self-stress, which * We denote the expectation value of a quantum-mechanical quantity f by <f)qu.
